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Services

Overview
The Environmental Data Initiative (EDI) offers a
number of services to help ecologists ensure the
long-term preservation of their data and accelerate
reuse and scientific discovery. EDI maintains,
extends, and improves a reliable, registered, and
certified trustworthy data repository implemented
in the Provenance Aware Synthesis Architecture
(PASTA+) software, and offers data curation support
built on the extensive information management
expertise of the LTER community. EDI works with
journals and standards setting organizations to
advance FAIR data principles (Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable, Reusable). EDI’s services are offered at
no cost to projects funded by the NSF DEB (LTER,
LTREB, OBFS, MSB) and small projects from other
funding sources.

Data Management Consultation
● Guidance on writing and executing a data management
(DM) plan.
● Dissemination and development of DM best practices,
including data models and EML metadata.
● Highlighting DM software tools used by the community.

website: environmentaldatainitiative.org
data: portal.edirepository.org
email: info@environmentaldatainitiative.org
: @EDIgotdata
: github.com/EDIorg
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Data Repository
The EDI Data Repository is home to a diverse
collection of ecological data packages spanning
large temporal and spatial scales.

IM Training
● Emphasizing the 5 phases of data publication (Organize,
Clean, Describe, Upload, Cite).
● Online webinars and discussions available on YouTube.
● In-person workshops (cohort training)
● On-site (EDI personnel go to research labs, groups, sites)

IM Software Development
Developing software tools to expedite:
● Data harmonization and scientific synthesis
● Data QA/QC
● EML metadata creation
● Data package creation and maintenance

Data Synthesis Support

EDI offers in-person and online training for data management best practices
and the data publication workflow. This network of newly trained data
managers scales EDI’s data curation expertise across the ecological science
domain.
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● Identify community prioritized data domains
● Design domain specific data models to accelerate
understanding and reuse
● Develop documentation and software tools to facilitate
model creation and use
● Organize and translate data into domain models

PASTA Portal

EDI’s data repository ensures:
● Data security (scheduled back-up to 3 locations)
● Data persistence and stewardship
● Data citation (DOIs)
● Provenance tracking
● Data package versioning supports dataset updates
● Data to article linking
● Excellent search interface (both manual and API)
● Support for local “branded” data catalogs
● DataOne member node benefits
● Google data search

Outreach
●
●
●
●

One-on-one data curation help
EDI Summer Fellowship Program
Information Management Code Registry
2017 AGU Data Fair and co-organized the 2018 ESA Data
Help Desk.
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